
The Rich Tones and Textures of Woodgrain — with The Superior Weatherability, Durability and 
Energy Efficiency of Dryvit™ Outsulation® — In a Complete, Single-Source System

WOODGRAIN FINISH CAPABILITIES



THE LOOK AND FEEL OF WOOD,
THE PERFORMANCE OF DRYVIT™ 
With Dryvit’s woodgrain finish techniques, you can incorporate 
all the rich tones and textures of real woodgrain into your 
building’s aesthetic — and also get the superior weatherability, 
durability and energy efficiency of a Dryvit Outsulation system.

Dryvit Outsulation systems deliver the latest in building science 
for buildings, resulting in operational energy efficiency, cost-
effective construction, and low maintenance, low embodied 
energy building envelopes.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Pair with Dryvit Outsulation Systems to include air, water, 

vapor and thermal barriers

• Can be applied in the field — or prefabricated into panels to 
maximize consistency and eliminate weather delays

• Complete, monolithic wall assembly from a single source

• Can also be direct-applied to solid substrates like stucco, pre-
cast/tilt-up or Nudura™ insulated concrete forms (ICFs)

• Cost-effective construction

• Durability: will never rot, and highly-resistant to color fading 
thanks to Dryvit StratoTone® colorant technology

• Eliminates the need to piece together potentially incompatible 
air barriers, insulation and expensive wood-look veneers

• Can be used in combination with Tremco™, Nudura™ and 
WIllseal™ products — and be covered under an industry-
leading single-source warranty: “The Power of One” 

             Learn more at: www.tremcosealants.com/power-of-one/

THE DRYVIT™ WOODGRAIN DIFFERENCE

Prefabricated Panels Eliminate 
Weather-Related Delays 
Dryvit’s extensive nationwide Partner 
Fabricator Network means no matter where 
you’re located, our woodgrain finishes 
can be prefabricated into panels off-site 
to maximize consistency and eliminate 
weather-related delays to your project. 

Tallahassee, FL

Eagle, CO

Eagle, CO

http://www.tremcosealants.com/power-of-one/ 


DRYVIT™ WOODGRAIN FINISH OPTIONS

STANDARD WOODGRAIN COLORS*

ESPRESSO (876)

RED PINE (871)

DARK WALNUT (873)

ASH (870)

BARK (875)

SABLE (874)

PERFECT YOUR LOOK WITH 
A VARIETY OF LIFELIKE 
WOODGRAIN FINISHES
Choose from our standard woodgrain color offerings 
to ensure the perfect look and feel to complete your 
building’s aesthetic.

Dryvit woodgrain techniques can use varying degrees of 
pressure during application to produce the exact amount 
of “knotting,” texture and grain depth desired. 

Our standard woodgrain color options are shown below 
— Let us help you create the perfect look to bring your 
project to life! 

SADDLE (877)

Dryvit woodgrain finishes are created 
using graining tools like the one pictured 
here. Please refer to the Application 
Instructions sheet for full details on 
completing these systems and creating a 
great-looking woodgrain finish.

Tallahassee, FL

Eagle, CO

Private ResidenceEagle, CO

*The look achieved in the literature should be used as inspiration.  
The individual applicators finish appearance will vary based on their interpretation of the application process.  

A mock-up is strongly encouraged to come to consensus on the woodgrain technique achieved

CEDAR (878)

Private Residence
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District 850
Tallahassee, FL
Field-Applied Dryvit Woodgrain Finish
Dark Walnut

REAL WOOD LOOK, MAJOR SAVINGS FOR DISTRICT 850

DISTRICT 850 OWNERS, CONTRACTORS 
AND ARCHITECT ALL AGREE: 
DRYVIT WOODGRAIN IS THE CHOICE 
Faced with a tight budget — and knowing that the wood their 
project’s architect had specified was expensive — Dave Fleck 
of Fleck Exteriors and Mike Earp from Mad Dog Construction 
targeted those wood areas for cost savings. Mike loved an initial 
Dryvit woodgrain texture picture he had seen from his Dryvit 
contact, but they were surprised to see the pricing come in 
significantly less than the specified wood. 

After a sample was shown to owners TLH Entertainment Group, 
LLC. and architect Dynamic Design & Associates — a final large 
mock-up was created.

All said, Dryvit woodgrain finishes helped District 850 save 
around $200,000 vs. the originally-specified wood, and trim an 
incredible 3 months off of their original schedule.

Owner TLH Entertainment Group

Architect Dynamic Design & Assoc.

GC Mad Dog Construction

Wall Contractor Fleck Exterior Systems

Products Used Dryvit Woodgrain Finish 


